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I. INTRODUCTION

I
N terrestrial fields, the Single Event Upset (SEU) occurence is attributed to thermal neutron, fast neutron and alpha emissions [1] - [4] . More recently, impacts of protons [5] - [9] and muons [10] [11] were demonstrated. The evaluation of the failure rate requires one to associate the radiation field and the cross section deduced directly by experiments or simulations. As mentioned in the JEDEC JESD89A standard [12] , for actual generations of devices, the neutron energy threshold has been characterized to be 10 MeV. Nevertheless, recent works describe the importance to take into account the low-energy threshold in determining an accurate estimate of Soft Error Rate (SER), particularly for nanoscale devices. Indeed, Yahagi et al. show in [13] that the energy neutron threshold can induce a significant difference in SER estimations for SRAM as small as the 130 nm technological node.
The precise knowledge of the fluence rate and spectrum of atmospheric cascade particles induced by galactic and solar cosmic rays is important. Secondary cosmic radiations are produced by the interaction of primary cosmic rays with the nuclei of the constituents of the atmosphere [7] . They can interact further with atoms and nuclei of the atmosphere to produce extensive showers of neutrons, protons, photons, electrons, positrons, pions, and muons. In the terrestrial environment, neutron fluence rates and spectra can be impacted by some mechanisms as the environmental water content (hydrometry, snow and vegetation) [14] , the interaction of alpha particles emitted by radon [15] (underground environment), by the weather condition [16] or by seismic activities [17] . Besides, cosmic and terrestrial sources, atmospheric neutrons may be also be generated by lightning discharges [18] .
Neutron detectors (commonly named neutron monitors NM, [19] [20] ) and neutron spectrometers are usually used to monitor the dynamics of incoming cosmic-ray neutrons of high energy (cascade neutron i.e. E >20 MeV) because local environmental conditions have no influences. However, neutrons below energy of 10-20 MeV are most affected by the local environment. This fact is the result of the interaction of atmospheric neutrons with the ground matter, inducing secondary neutrons referred to as ground albedo neutrons. Hydrogen in soil, air and snow determines the amount of ground albedo neutron in the sensitive energy range from 1 eV to 20 MeV. The investigation of ground albedo neutrons is not simple because neutron spectrum measurements are required over a long time allowing one to analyze the impact of seasonal changes.
A network composed by neutron spectrometers operated in high-altitude stations in medium geomagnetic latitude and Antarctica Environment has been active since 2011 [21] - [24] . More precisely, data recorded since 2011 were available in the Pic-du-Midi station [21] , and since December 2015 in Concordia (Antarctica). To improve the data analyses, Hubert et al. presents in [22] an atmospheric radiation model named ATMORAD and based on simulations of Extensive Air Showers, the Force-Field Approximation to model the galactic cosmic rays (GCR) and the solar modulation potential. This approach is used to estimate the atmospheric radiation environment for terrestrial/atmospheric applications and to monitor the solar potential. Thus, the knowledge of variations of thermal (i.e. En <0.5 eV), epithermal (0.5 eV < En < 0.1 MeV) and evaporation (0.1 MeV < En <20 MeV) domains can improve cosmic radiation monitoring [25] , and can be used to specify spectrum in SER calculations.
In this work, the main objective is to investigate the impact of ground albedo neutron in spectrum modifications, particularly in the thermal, epithermal and evaporation domains. In a first part, the impact of ground albedo neutrons was investigated using ATMORAD and GEANT4 simulations with the aim to improve the atmospheric model taking into account the impact of local environment. The approach was validated considering measured spectra from the Concordia and Pic-du-Midi stations. The second part is devoted to evaluate the impact of radiation field improvements on the SER calculations.
II. EXPERIMENTS, METHODS AND SIMULATIONS
A. Neutron Spectrometers Network in High-Altitude Stations
In May 2011, a neutron spectrometer [24] extended to the high energy was firstly operated at the summit of the Pic-du-Midi in the French Pyrenees (see [21] . The station is located at Dome C on the Antarctic Plateau (75 • 06' S, 123 • 23' E) at height of 3,233 meters above the sea level. The site has an almost zero rigidity cutoff (R <0.01 GV), i.e., no geomagnetic shielding even for low-energy particles.
These three high-altitude stations constitutes a neutron spectrometer network which records simultaneously the neutron fields and their short/long time dynamics (i.e. seasonal variations and solar flare events). This work is exclusively based on data recorded in the Pic-du-Midi and Concordia stations. Measurements were used to validate the proposed modeling approach and to investigate the ground albedo neutron impact on radiation field variations. The ACROPOL platform has been presented in previous work [26] , thus the Fig. 1 focus on the new installation in Concordia (location in Antarctica, the shelter, and the neutron spectrometer) while the table I summarizes station characteristics such as altitude, latitude and longitude.
Data record by the neutron spectrometers consist in a series of counts M d recorded at the end of every cycles of tacq (five minutes). The fluence responses R d (E) (calculated by Monte Carlo simulations with the MCNPX2.6 and GEANT4 codes [24] ) of the set of Bonner spheres are mandatory to derive the neutron differential fluence rateφ E (E) from a series of measurements M d during the acquisition time tacq (and an absolute uncertainty ε d ) with an unfolding procedure. Thus, equation 1 can be iteratively solved by using a code named GRAVEL starting with a default spectrum [27] [28]
The relative uncertainty was investigated in [24] and it depends to number N int of acquisition cycles and M d , the objective consist in obtaining a compromise
B. Atmospheric Showers and Ground Albedo Neutron Modeling
The using of physical Monte-Carlo simulations (GEANT4 in this work) allows one to investigate the neutron transport in the material environment. Thus, it is possible to integrate intrinsic characteristics (soil composition, porosity) and to take into account seasonal changes (snow, humidity in the rock). Usually the terrestrial radiation field is based on atmospheric showers physical modeling, and consideration of soil characteristics is basic or neglected.
Indeed, high-energy neutrons propagate through the atmosphere and generate low-energy neutrons by evaporation processes. The soil further slows neutrons down especially when water is present and they quickly moderate into the thermal regime. Fast neutrons which are reflected from the Fig. 2 . Overview of the approach, the neutron spectrum result from the sum of atmospheric spectrum deduced from ATMORAD and ground albedo neutron calculated thanks to GEANT4 simulations.
soil travel large distances before they get detected. Most of the detected neutrons originate from the first tens of meters around the sensor and are able to penetrate the soil down to 90 cm. The total neutron spectrum at ground level will have two components: the spectrum of neutrons from atmospheric showers and the neutron spectrum albedo.
As presented in Fig. 2 , the general approach consists of considering a relatively simple scene geometry (ground plane), but to refine the level of detail in the modeling of soil with a description of the rock implying composition, density and porosity, humidity level then the incorporation of a layer of varying thickness snow. The neutron spectrum is the sum of the atmospheric spectrum deduced from ATMORAD and the ground albedo neutron spectrum calculated thanks to GEANT4 simulations.
1) Radiation Field Input Data:
The first step before to quantify the impact of the local environment, is to define the incident neutron spectrum unmodified by the local environment (expect the atmosphere). The reference spectrum is provided by ATMORAD considering only downward-propagating neutrons. Thus, the backscattered particles are not considered and they will be replaced by the ground albedo neutron calculated from GEANT4 and considering the soil characteristics and dynamics (Pyrenees in the case of the Pic-du-Midi). Thus, a high number of particles (neutron and proton, according to the reference spectrum) are considered in GEANT4 simulations.
2) Geometric Modeling and Physics: The geometry of the simulated scene in GEANT4 consists of a series of rectangular shapes nested in one another, including the neutron/proton sources, the soil definition, the hydrogen content characteristics, the snow thickness and the atmosphere (defined as the air). As shown in Pic-du-Midi and Concordia characteristics are very different. The local environment in Concordia is well known and stable over time (i.e. only composed by ice and few precipitation levels). The Pic-du-Midi description is more complex because it is not simple to know precisely the geological compositions and hydrologic properties. Then, the strategy consists to determine the configuration "bare rock" (without snow) closest to the experimental results obtained in summer. Once the reference configuration defined, calculations by varying the snow thickness will allow deducing the spectra obtained during the winter.
The modeling is based on the GEANT4 code Version 10.1 developed by a World-wide collaboration and distributed by CERN [29] . The "emlowenergy" physical model is used; this physical model has been designed on top of Livermore physics for validation of new low-energy models. Intranuclear cascades are treated with the Bertini model (BERT), the cross sections of neutrons are high precision (HP) and finally the inclusion of thermal treatment of elastic scattering (TS: thermal scattering) in molecules of water is ensured.
3) Modified Spectrum Calculation: Neutron spectra for a given environment (i.e. ω, ρ and snow thickness) is equal to the contribution of the spectrum of the incident neutrons directed towards the ground and albedo backscattered or reissued by the ground neutrons. Four sensitive volumes were considerer, using volumetric fluence scorers (indicated s) located 1, 2, 5 and 100 meters above the scene, respectively. Each scorer allows one to calculate the spectral distribution φ gs k considering the atmospheric and the backscattered contributions, the index g, k and s denote the neutron energy group, the primary particle type (neutron or proton) and the selected sensitive volume. The last volume (i.e. 100 m) is indented to discriminate the atmospheric shower contribution.
The total fluence of incident particles φ n is derived from the number of particles and the area of the source disk using Equation 2 , when N k is the total neutron or proton number considered in the simulation. The source was considered as isotropic over the upper hemisphere.
Then, influence of the flux in each sensitive volumeφ s n is normalized to the conditions of the Pic-du-Midi or Concordia neutron spectrometer measured by equalizing the proportion of experimental cascade neutronsφ E xp cas and determined from the unit spectrum given by ATMORADφ AT M O R AD cas . Through simulations, it is possible to calculate the modified neutron fluence rate considering the scorer s and the neutron energy E (equation 3). This is based on the local environment description with only a few input parameters i.e. the nature of the soil, the mass fraction of water in the rock, the porosity and the thickness of snow. E g and E g denote the neutron energy and the neutron energy range, respectively.
III. GROUND ALBEDO NEUTRON IMPACT TO SPECTRUM VARIATIONS
A. Seasonal Variation Analyses
Variations in the neutron daily fluence rate recorded in the Pic-du-Midi were presented in previous works [23] from June 2011 to April 2015. Updated measurements are presented in Fig. 4 until June 2016. Results show that total neutron flux variations are sinusoidal with a period of one year. This periodicity can be attributed to the local water/snow environmental dynamics. Snow cover and water content in the soil may alter the ground albedo neutrons and their transportation (absorption and backscattering). Then, it is possible to show [23] that seasonal oscillations are predominant in the thermal part and to a lesser extends on the epithermal and evaporation regions. Indeed, the soil is wetter during the summer as a result of the higher precipitation level and melting winter snow. In winter, precipitation induces a snowfall of up to several meters thick. The soil is relatively dry because water does not infiltrate. Thus, at mountain altitude, the most abundant amount of hydrogen is provided by snowfall in winter.
The amount of snow deposited on the ground was measured in the Pyrenees at different altitudes by automatic stations Nivôhat;se managed by Météo France. There are four stations in the mountains of the Pyrenees, with altitudes ranging from 2140 m to 2445 m. This is therefore a range of altitude close to the summit of the Pic du Midi although slightly lower (2885 m at the Pic-du-Midi). The data from these stations allowed estimation of the average variation over three decades (1981-2016) of accumulated snow depth.
Thus, Fig. 5 presents the neutron flux recorded during the period 2011-2016 as function of the averaged thickness of accumulated snow. Neutron flux decreases exponentially with the snow thickness which is consistent with the neutron-matter interaction mechanisms. Moreover, it is interesting to note a low decrease in neutron flux from a snow thickness of approximately 100 cm.
B. Ground Albedo Neutron Modeling
Impacts of the the chemical rock composition, its density and the water content were simulated to compare the calculated spectra and the measured spectra (summer). Then, a snowpack was added in the reference configuration to take into account the effect induced by the snow during the winter.
1) Validation of the Methodology Based on Concordia Data:
Concordia measurements are available since December 2015. The soil composition and the hydrogen content are well known and stable over time because there is little precipitation and the scene description can be reduced to an ice water thickness. The first measurements (December to June) can be used to assess the relevance of the modeling approach.
Thus, Table II presents the measured flux (average data from December to June 2016) and the calculated flux issued from GEANT4 simulations and for the four energy domains. In simulations, the "ground" volume was composed by H 2 0 ice using 0.35 g/cm 3 density. The incident spectrum is issued from ATMORAD, considering the altitude, period, geomagnetic conditions and atmospheric description of Concordia. A good agreement were obtained between simulation and measured fluxes.
Analyses can be applied to the data obtained from the Pic-du-Midi station, implying to define the rock composition, the porosity and the mass fraction of water and the snow thickness variations.
2) Impact of the Rock Configuration: To evaluate the effect of the chemical composition of the rock, four rocks referenced in table III were considered (without snow and moisture: e neigne = 0 and ω = 0 cm). The porosity ε of the rock was set at 0.15 in the four cases.
Thus, Fig. 6 shows fluxes obtained considering the four compositions and considering each energy domain. The influence of the nature of the modelled rock is relatively low in the output spectra (albedo + incident). This can be explained by the fact that the alumina and the calcite have similar molecular weights (102 g/mol and 100 g/mol, respectively). The main variation is observed for the epithermal neutron, but less than 5%. A first conclusion is that composition rock does not seem to be a major factor. However, the rock #3 which is very close to the traditional granite, an inherent component to the Pyrenees, will be considered as a reference in the next analyses.
3) Impacts of the Porosity and the Mass Fraction of Water:
The impact of the porosity and the mass fraction of water were investigated. The porosity was considered equal to 0.3, and the mass fractions of water ω were considered equal to 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20%, respectively.
Neutron fluxes obtained for each energy domain (thermal, epithermal, evaporation and cascade) were presented in Fig. 7 . A water content of 15% gives the closest spectrum of experimental configuration with evaporation peaks and cascading substantially identical, slightly higher epithermal region (21%) and slightly lower thermal peak (-22%). Fig. 8 shows neutron spectrum issued from measurements (summer) and optimal simulation (ATMORAD + GEANT4 ground albedo neutron) i.e. considering a porosity of 0.30, and wet rocks of 15 %.
4) Impacts of the Snow Thickness:
In this part, the impact of the addition of a snowpack (occurring during the winter) in the neutron spectrum is investigated.
Thus, a liquid water layer was considered in the simulation, the thickness of this layer varies from 5 to 300 mm to model Fig. 9 . Neutron flux in /s/cm 2 for each energy domain. Comparison between measurements and simulations considering a porosity of 0.30, a wet rocks of 15 % and for various liquid water layers with a thickness from 5 to 300 mm. The experimental spectrum given by the spectrometer during wither is plotted. Fig. 10 . Neutron spectrum issued from measurements (winter) and simulation (ATMORAD + GEANT4 ground albedo neutron) considering a porosity of 0.30 a wet rocks of 15 % and a liquid water layer with a thickness of 300 mm. the snow depth estimated at the Pic-du-Midi. An a priori equivalence of 1 cm of snow to 1 mm of rain was considered. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 9 .
Fluxes are compared with fluxes obtained experimentally with the neutron spectrometer in February 2015 (winter). The comparison is relevant for cascade and evaporation domains, while significant shifts were observed for thermal and epithermal domains. Thus, simulations overestimate the magnitude of the thermal peak (up to 55% for cases and 30 mm of water) and epithermal contribution. Fig. 10 shows neutron spectrum issued from measurements (winter) and optimal simulation (ATMORAD + GEANT4 ground albedo neutron) i.e. considering a porosity of 0.30, a wet rocks of 15 % and a liquid water layer characterized by a thickness of 300 mm.
IV. CONTRIBUTION OF THE GROUND ALBEDO NEUTRON MODELING TO THE SOFT ERROR RATE
As feature sizes in nano-scale devices continue to shrink, the elementary charge (critical charge Q crit ) required to induce an SEU continues to decrease. Indeed, the critical collected charge required to cause an error in a circuit reduces due to the reduction of operation voltage and capacitance of transistors. Previous works [31] [32] provide critical charge estimation for current or future devices. Thus, nanoscale technologies are characterized by a critical charge which may be on the order of 0.1 fC. As shown in [33] , neutron cross sections are significant for neutron energies below 10 MeV. This part of the paper is devoted to investigating the impact of the evaporation neutrons on SER rates, then to evaluating the improvement due to the presence of water.
Thus, a SRAM array composed by 100 × 100 cells in a 28 nm planar bulk CMOS has been considered using MUSCA SEP3 [34] [35] . The modeling of radiation effects in nanoscale devices implied to take into account high level physical description. Thus, realistic secondary ion track 3D structures issued from GEANT4 simulations were considered [36] - [39] . Carriers and charges evolve according to mechanisms as well as drift (electric field), diffusion (carrier concentration gradient), collection and recombination processes. Fig. 11 presents the FIT rate for the SRAM cells considering neutron spectra for the ground reference (NYC environment deduced from ATMORAD without soil description) and allowing to distinguish contributions induced by evaporation neutron (<20 MeV) and by neutron energy less than 1 MeV. At low neutron energy, typically less than few MeV, the elastic scattering is the predominant mechanism. For highenergy neutrons, SEUs are induced more by inelastic nuclear (spallation) collisions where the ionization arises from the combined effects of the recoiling in and secondary particles emitted from the nucleus.
The results clearly show that evaporation neutron contribute significantly to SER, around 10 to 25 % considering the typical critical charge. Moreover, it is interesting to note that neutrons characterized by energies less than 1 MeV induce a contribution of a few percent (not negligible but insufficient to present a significant additional problem). For the very low critical charge, this contribution reaches 5 to 10 %, but this is unrealistic from a technological point of view.
The event multiplicity can be easily extracted from simulations. Multiple events represent about 20 % of events when the spectrum was considered, while evaporation neutrons contribute to less than 2 % of the SER. Thus, results presented in Fig. 11 indicate the significant impact of evaporation neutron; it is interesting to evaluate the interest to improve the neutron spectrum (i.e. the consideration of ground albedo neutron) in SER calculations. Fig. 12 presents the predicted FIT rates obtained with a critical charge equal to 0.1 fC and distinguishing the total, cascade and evaporation contributions. In accordance with Fig. 7 , the soil porosity was considered equal to 0.3 and results were presented considering the mass fractions of water ω max from 0 to 20%. Results show that the evaporation neutron contribution, although significant, induces relatively low impact on SER. This depends strongly on the critical charge, which in this case was considered realistic. Fig. 13 presents the SER contribution induced by evaporation and cascade neutrons as function of the liquid water thickness from 0 to 300 mm and considering a critical charge equals to 0.1 fC. This result confirms the previous analyses, i.e. evaporation neutrons weakly affect the rate, on the order of 20 to 35%. Whatever the hypothesis of hydrogen content in the soil (wet or liquid water thickness), the cascade neutrons are not impacted. This characteristic of quasi invariance with respect to the hydrogen environment was already used to monitor the cosmic ray from cascade neutron recording.
Similar analyses were conducted with low critical charges (i.e. 0.05 fC), which foreshadows future critical charge levels. Thus, the evaporation neutron contributions becomes more significant (up to 40 %), however the main contributor to SER are cascade neutrons. Then, evaporation neutrons constitute a large part of the terrestrial spectrum and their contribution to the total SER should be assessed for high-sensitive technologies. Moreover, to provide an exhaustive overview, it would be necessary to consider the alpha-SER, the proton and the muon contributions to SER.
V. CONCLUSION
This work investigates the ground albedo neutron influences on seasonal variations of the atmospheric neutron spectrum. The role of hydrogen content on ground albedo neutron generation was demonstrated with GEANT4 simulations considering soil description and hydrogen characteristics (porosity, wet, snow thickness). To validate the modeling approach and investigate the seasonal variations, this work is based on two neutron spectrometers operating in remote altitude stations, at the Pic-du-Midi and Concordia station, respectively.
Data analyses and GEANT4 simulations validate the role of hydrogen content in the ground albedo neutron generations. Thus, the modeled scene representative to the Pic-du-Midi was simulated for various hydrogen properties (composition, density, porosity and wet level) and snow thickness. The orders of magnitude of the calculated thermal fluence rate are consistent with measurements obtained during summers and winters. These investigations focused to the mountain environment and demonstrate the complex processes that need to be considered to quantify the ground neutron environment. A database which contains details of albedo neutrons (fluence, energy, and angle) was developed considering discrete neutron energies, the typical rock (granite, argils, snow/ice, etc.), the porosity and the humidity and the snow thickness. The coupling of ATMORAD and this database has improved the ground radiation field specifications for the terrestrial environment and the analyses of the ground neutron measurements.
The knowledge of variations of thermal, epithermal and evaporation domains can improve cosmic radiation monitoring. Indeed, variations implied corrections in the yield functions [25] of equipments (spectrometers or monitors). As shown in results, cascade neutrons (En >20 MeV) are weakly impacted, this property is usually used in cosmic ray analyses.
The last part investigates the contribution of the ground albedo neutron modeling to the SER. The results show clearly that evaporation neutron contribute significantly to SER, around 20 to 35 % considering the typical critical charge. Moreover, neutrons characterized by energies less than 1 MeV induce a contribution of a few percents (not negligible but insufficient to present a significant additional problem for SEU analysis). Similar analyses were conducted with low critical charges (i.e. 0.05 fC), which foreshadows future critical charge levels. Thus, the evaporation neutron contributions becomes more significant (up to 40 %), however the main contributor to SER are cascade neutrons.
